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• How many personal statements are submitted to UCAS 
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• How many lines/characters are allowed?

• What have UCAS identified as the “most overused 
opening line”?
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681,880 (for the 2021 UCAS cycle)

4,000 characters or 47 lines of text, whichever comes first

“From a young age I have (always) been [interested 
in/fascinated by]…”



• Personal statements – the basics

• What does the research tell us?

• Structuring the statement

• Discussing example personal statements

Coming up…



Personal statements –
the basics



The personal statement should: 

• Be 4,000 characters or 47 lines of text (including spaces) 
– whichever comes first

• Portray the applicant’s character, knowledge, experience 
and ambition

Answer the following questions : 

⁻ Why are you applying for this course?

⁻ What do you know about the subject and which 
aspects particularly interest you?

⁻ What personal qualities, skills and experience will 
help you in this subject and how did you acquire 
these?

The basics



Different courses and universities will consider the personal 
statement in different ways. Personal statements enable 
universities to:

• Understand the person applying

• See how much preparation they have done

• Determine whether they are likely to succeed on the 
course 

• Differentiate between similarly qualified applicants.

Russell Group universities receive tens of thousands of 
applications. The personal statement can make a 
difference between an offer and rejection.

How are personal statements used?



What do different universities say about personal statements?

In your personal statement, we’d like you to explain your reasons for wanting to study the subject at 
university, demonstrate enthusiasm for and commitment to your chosen course, express any particular 
interests within the field and outline how you’ve pursued your subject interest in your own time. This 
information is often used as a basis for discussion at interview.

University of Cambridge

Our courses are very competitive, with often 
many more applicants predicted to meet the 
entry requirements than we are able to offer 

places to. Where this occurs, the personal 
statement is important to enable us to select 

potential students for the course. It is 
considered very carefully by our staff, and is 

especially important to us when we are 
making decisions about who to make offers 

to.
University of Warwick

The information you provide in your personal 
statement may be considered for subjects that 

are high in demand and will definitely be
considered for the professional subject areas 
such as Medicine, Veterinary Medicine and 

Dentistry.
University of Glasgow



What do different universities say about personal statements?

We no longer use the personal statement as a weighted component of our selection criteria. 
Should we need to differentiate between applicants who have identical scores at interview when 
making offers, UCAT scores will be used as our primary differentiator. Should there be a situation 
where applicants achieve the same interview result and UCAT score, only then will the personal 

statement be used as a deciding factor.
University of Bristol Medicine course (as of 2022)

Your personal statement is one of the many 
factors in the overall assessment of your 
application, and is your opportunity to 
introduce yourself to the university and 
inform us of your commitment to the 

programme and how the programme fits into 
your career plans, as well as any work 

experience or extracurricular activities you 
have done.

King’s College London

The personal statement is an important part of 
your UCAS application. It helps admissions staff at 

the University decide whether to make you an 
offer. Some courses have many more applicants 

than places and there may be many students with 
good grades applying for the same course as you.

University of Leeds



What does the 
research tell us?



There have been only a small number of academic studies on personal statements, but 
some good research has been carried out at the University of Manchester: 

Academic research in to personal statements

Source: Jones (2013)

https://www.research.manchester.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/ensure-that-you-stand-out-from-the-crowd-a-corpusbased-analysis-of-personal-statements-according-to-applicants-school-type(9bfcff16-c5cd-42ba-bede-8e59c7bca345).html


• Steven Jones (2013) carried out an analysis of 303 personal statements for entry to a 
Russell Group university. All of the statements were from students who eventually 
achieved BBB at A-Level. He looked for differences based on applicant school type

• Statements from comprehensive schools and sixth form colleges contained more 
spelling, punctuation and grammar mistakes compared to statements from grammar or 
private schools

• Students from private schools were able to draw upon a wider range of high-prestige 
work experience and a wider array of extra-curricular activities. More advantaged 
students are therefore able to draw upon their higher levels of “cultural capital”

Academic research in to personal statements

Source: Jones (2013)

https://www.research.manchester.ac.uk/portal/en/publications/ensure-that-you-stand-out-from-the-crowd-a-corpusbased-analysis-of-personal-statements-according-to-applicants-school-type(9bfcff16-c5cd-42ba-bede-8e59c7bca345).html


• Steven Jones and HEAN (2016) tested an “Academic Apprenticeship” scheme providing a 
structured approach to personal statement writing

• Those who followed the approach were much more likely to receive an offer from a 
Russell Group university when compared to a control group

• However, this research threw up something else which was interesting – the things which 
teachers think make a personal statement more effective can be different from what 
admissions tutors think make a personal statement more effective

Sutton Trust research

Source: The Sutton Trust (2016)

https://www.suttontrust.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Making-a-Statement-FINAL.pdf


The researchers describe their more successful approach to personal statement 
writing:

“The Academic Apprenticeship took a new approach to the personal statement 
which sought to provide students with a set of structured activities enabling them to 
analyse wider reading and academic activities related to their course. Instead of 
listing wider reading texts or simply naming other enrichment activities, Academic 
Apprentices were encouraged to scrutinise academic materials and course-related 
activities in greater depth. Through a set of subject-specific pathways, the Academic 
Apprenticeship advised students to create personal statements that focused on 
showcasing their academic suitability for a course, particularly by offering detailed 
analysis of a topic that went beyond the A-level syllabus. In the case of vocational 
subjects such as medicine, applicants were encouraged to scrutinise a work 
experience placement in depth.” (Sutton Trust/Steve Jones/HEAN, 2016)

What types of personal statements increase the chances of success?



Structuring the 
statement
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• Between 70% and 80% of the personal statement should 
focus on academic and course-related information

• The remaining 30% to 20% could include other relevant 
information for example part-time employment, 
extracurricular activities, positions of responsibility etc.

The structure



The bulk of the statement should be academic in its focus

1) Introduction

2) Interest in subject

3) Wider skills

4) Concluding statement

70-80%

20-30%

What to include
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Writing the personal statement shouldn’t feel like a chore if 
students have chosen the right course for them. Points to consider:

• Details of wider reading with accompanying critical reflection. 
This can go in to a research paragraph. 

• Extra reading: quality vs. quantity

• Details of work experience for competitive vocational courses 
with critical reflection

• Extra-curricular vs. super-curricular activities (for the most 
competitive courses, extra-curricular activities may not add 
much value to the statement)

• Narrowing it down to one subject

• Students don’t need to summarise the whole subject – it’s OK to 
focus on something niche. 

The competitive edge



Group task – compare 
statements



Read Personal Statement 1. 
How could this personal statement be 

improved? What advice would you give 
the student who wrote it?

Discuss in your groups



• Too many clichés – from a young age, “passion”, “fascinated” 
etc.

• No need to offer a definition of what philosophy is

• The extra reading is just a long list. No critical engagement, 
and seems too good to be true

• No indication of how the hobbies and work experience are 
relevant to the subject of philosophy

• The final two paragraphs don’t really add anything

What’s wrong with personal statement 1?



What about personal statement 2? 
Why might this be a more effective 

statement?
Discuss in your groups



• This time the applicant doesn’t just say that they have passion, 
they actually demonstrate this through their writing

• There is a focus on the skills which would make the applicant 
successful on the degree course

• There is a “research paragraph”. It has a particular theme 
(Stoicism)

• Quality as opposed to quantity with extra reading. The 
applicant has engaged critically and ties the different pieces 
into one story

• The applicant still focuses on relevant skills when talking about 
their extra-curricular activities and employment

• No unnecessary concluding paragraph

Personal statement 2



And finally…
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• Check our free “Supporting personal statement writing –
top tips” resource

• Download our resource to help students to write their 
personal statement

• We have several webinars on the subject of personal
statements

• Read our blog post – “What can we learn about personal 
statements from academic research?”  

What other support does Advancing Access offer?

https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/2/content/2/resources/35
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/2/content/2/resources/35
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/2/content/2/resources/41
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/2/content/2/resources/41
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/2/content/2/resources/146
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/blog/what-does-academic-research-tell-us-about-personal-statements
https://www.advancingaccess.ac.uk/blog/what-does-academic-research-tell-us-about-personal-statements




www.advancingaccess.ac.uk



[1,370]

[927]

[257]

[211]

[310]

[160]

[160]

[1,779]

[148]

I have always been interested in… 

Reflecting on my educational experiences… 

Nursing is a very challenging and demanding [career/profession/course]… 

Throughout my life I have always enjoyed… 

I am applying for this course because… 

I have always wanted to pursue a career in… 

I have always been passionate about… 

From a young age I have (always) been [interested in/fascinated by]… 

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world…

Overused opening lines

[1,451]For as long as I can remember I have…

Source: UCAS (2016)



• Ensure that the personal statement gives an insight into the 
student’s motivations and interests

• Check spelling and grammar 

• Ensure that everything in the personal statement is relevant to 
the application 

• Encourage your students to express themselves, avoiding clichés 
and quotes from other people 

• Make sure that all the information your students include is 
supported by evidence.

Top tips



• Students should reflect on their experience and skills within the 
statement

• Make sure the personal statement is unique to the student. 
Admissions staff want to hear about the individual student

• Make sure your students avoid jokes

• Make sure the student is telling the truth. This is their formal 
application and will form part of their contract with the 
university 

• Ensure your students are positive.

• Students must not copy other people’s personal statements –
UCAS use plagiarism software to detect this

Top tips
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• Specific universities - apart from when referring to outreach activities/ 
summer schools

• Over-exaggeration

• Repetition and waffling

• Lists of skills and work experiences

• A definition of the subject

• Jokes, puns or wordplay

• Long quotes

• Generalisations and clichés

• Starting every sentence with ‘I’ 

• Passive comments

• Unnecessary language.

What not to include



University of Birmingham / University of Bristol /  University of Cambridge /  Cardiff University      

Durham University /  University of Edinburgh /  University of Exeter /  University of Glasgow /  Imperial College London      

King’s College London /  University of Leeds /  University of Liverpool      

London School of Economics and Political Science /  University of Manchester /  Newcastle University      

University of Nottingham /  University of Oxford /  Queen Mary University of London /  Queen’s University Belfast      

University of Sheffield /  University of Southampton /  University College London /  University of Warwick /  University of York

Questions?

enquiries@advancingaccess.ac.uk

@AdvancingAccess
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